
BARKERS Marquees
Fabric engineering at its best
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Pole Marquees are increasingly popular for rural venues and 
stunning locations.  Clients appreciate the beauty of a Pole 
Marquee which complements a rural, festive or country house 
setting.  These structures are modular in design, so middle 
sections can be added to lengthen the marquee.  Compared to 
clear span frame marquees, they take less construction time, 
storage and transportation.  They also look perfect without the 
addition of roof and wall linings.

As the UK Market Leader in Pole Tent manufacture, Barkers Marquees offer a wide range of sizes, styles and 
specifications to suit most clients’ requirements and budgets.

Quality and Service
Established over 100 years ago, Barkers Marquees stand for 
quality, expertise and exceptional service.  Working for the 
events industry means that we manufacture to meet clients’ 
(sometimes tight) deadlines.  Communication and honesty is the 
best approach in managing our clients’ expectations.  We work 
hard to plan our production schedule to meet each client’s 
deadline and work with them if circumstances change.

Peace of Mind
Our Marquees are designed in the UK and analysed by 
structural engineers to meet UK and European standards.  The 
Pole Marquee range is able to withstand 70 mph wind loading 
(3 sec gust).  We offer a one year manufacturers’ warranty, 
making alterations if a manufacturing mistake has been made 
free of charge.  If equipment needs repair we can organise 
collection, repair and despatch charged on a time and 
materials basis.

Expertise and Flexibility
With expertise in Pole Tents, Barkers Marquees can help 
clients maximise their existing stock by making compatible 
parts to sample or new design.  For example, change the 
shape of your square ended marquee by commissioning a pair 
of round ended or extend your stock even though your 
original supplier has ceased trading. 

Barkers Marquees – The UK’s leading designer and manufacturer of Pole Tents
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Traditional Pole Marquee – traditional style
This Pole Marquee is perfect for clients who wish to extend 
their existing stock or require traditional styling.  With a 
ridge pole between King Poles, this marquee has a straight 
ridge line.  Wall Poles are spaced at 1m centres.  Roof 
valance is offered in a number of shapes and coloured trims.

Celeste Pole Marquee – ‘sailcloth’ style Marquee
Celeste Pole Marquees are beautifully crafted to 
enhance the elegance of a Pole Tent.  Attractive roof 
sheet reinforcing, simple eave lines and well spaced, 
bevelled wooden wall poles provide a stunning structure 
for the most prestigious functions.

Petal Pole Marquee – Scalloped roof canopy
With its scalloped, extended roof canopy and scooped ridge 
line, the Petal Pole is eye catching and remains a crowd 
pleaser.  Although these marquees can be supplied with 
linings, they look perfect without.

Tensioned Pole Marquee – circus style or event tent
Similar to the Petal Pole Marquee, but without the 
scalloped, extended roof canopy, this Pole Marquee 
combines the popular scooped ridge line and option of 
round ends.  

Big Top Pole Marquee – 15m or 18m span
Ideal for larger events such as festivals.  An 18m diameter Big Top Pole 
Marquee can accommodate up to 500 people (which doesn’t require a music 
licence).  King Poles only, no Queen Poles needed internally – maximising clear 
space.  Blackout fabric is also available to help create a festival vibe on sunny 
summer evenings.

Pole Tent Product Range



Pole Tent Range – at a glance
Marquee 
Features

Celeste Pole Petal Pole Tensioned 
Pole

Big Top Pole Traditional 
Pole

Spans 6m, 9m, 12m 6m, 9m, 12m 6m, 9m, 12m 15m, 18m 3.5m, 4.5m, 6m, 9m, 
12m

Roof ridge 
shape

Scalloped -NO ridge 
pole

Scalloped -NO ridge 
pole

Scalloped -NO ridge 
pole

Scalloped -NO ridge 
pole

Horizontal - ridge pole

Marquee end 
options

Round ended ONLY Square or Round ended Square or Round 
ended

Round ended ONLY Square or Round 
ended

Wall Pole 
spacings

2.7m (ends), 2 or 3m 
(fabric dependant)

1.5m 1.5m 1.5m 1m

Wall Pole 
specification

100mm diameter, 
octagonal

64mm diameter, round 64mm diameter, 
round

100mm diameter, 
octagonal

45mm diameter, round

Eave Height 2.3m 2.1m 2.1m 2.1m 2.1m

Fabric Types White or cream 
‘textured’ PVC
White Polycotton 
Canvas
White ‘smooth’ PVC

White or cream 
‘textured’ PVC
White Polycotton 
Canvas
White ‘smooth’ PVC

White or cream 
‘textured’ PVC
White Polycotton 
Canvas
White or coloured
‘smooth’ PVC

White or cream 
‘textured’ PVC
White Polycotton 
Canvas
White or coloured
‘smooth’ PVC
Blackout PVC 

White or cream 
‘textured’ PVC
White Polycotton 
Canvas
White ‘smooth’ PVC

Roof Design Patterned 
reinforcing patches 
at wall and king 
poles

Scalloped, overhanging 
edge

Valance options: see 
range below

Valance options: 
see range below

Valance options: see 
range below

Rope type Ratchet Guys 
(Natural)

White polypropylene or 
hempex (natural) style

White polypropylene 
or hempex (natural) 
style

Ratchet Guys 
(Natural)

White polypropylene 
or hempex (natural) 
style

Anchorage 1.1m x 25mm 
diameter mushroom 
headed stakes with 
stakeplates

1.1m x 25mm diameter 
mushroom headed 
stakes

1.1m x 25mm 
diameter mushroom 
headed stakes

760mm x 25mm 
diameter 
mushroom headed 
stakes with 
stakeplates

760mm x 25mm 
diameter mushroom 
headed stakes

Construction 
methodology

Push Up Push Up Push Up or Pull Up 
for 9m or 12m spans

Pull Up Push Up or Pull Up for 
9m or 12m spans
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Fabric Choices
Our Pole Marquees are available in different fabrics - Polycotton Canvas, ‘Smooth’ 
PVC or ‘Textured’ (white or cream) PVC.  A range of coloured fabrics or blackout 
cloths are also available on request.  All fabrics used are high performance materials 
and comply to British and European Fire Retardancy standards.  

Fabric samples are posted on request as well as supplying fabric specifications, fire 
retardancy certificates and cleaning instructions.

Roof Valance Style Choices
Choice of roof valance shape and binding colour for Tensioned, 
Traditional and Big Top Pole Marquees; Straight, Castellated, 
Scalloped, Mediaeval, Bottle and Victorian.

Window Style Choices
Most clients choose Panoramic Windows as Pole Marquees look superb without walls, but weather proofing for 
all eventualities is necessary.   See our window brochure for full range of options.

Making Informed Choices
We pride ourselves in listening to our clients requirements before putting a specification together.  Clients have a 
choice of translucent fabrics which look stunning during the day and glow at night.  We also offer coloured 
fabrics for those who require a ‘circus’ style tent or coloured binding to their roof valance.



BARKERS Marquees
T: 01883 337099 

E: sales@barkersmarquees.co.uk W: www. barkersmarquees.co.uk
Address : Unit B5, Flower Farm, Oxted Road, Godstone, Surrey, RH9 8BP

4. How can I ensure my team can construct, de-rig and maintain my marquee?
ANSWER: We offer a FREE training session at our Workshop address in Godstone, Surrey for your first marquee purchase.  
This includes how to set out the marquee, as well as hands on experience constructing and de-rigging the marquee.

Any excessive conditions, especially heat, are detrimental to the standard of the pole.  Poles should be carefully handled and 
stacked correctly at all times including during transit.

Marquee Poles
We use timber sourced sustainably from European sources (PEFC); a whitewood (Spruce (Picea Abies) or nearest equivalent).  
Our marquee poles are made from the highest, engineering visually grade timber (C24).  

The timber has been low pressure impregnated with a waterborne 
preservative which contains biodegradable fungicides.  This protects the 
timber against fungal and mould growth.  Despite this, we recommend you 
coat the wooden poles by applying Danish Oil or Varnish as soon after 
delivery as possible.  We also offer an oiling service.
Marquee poles will last if properly cared for.  We suggest that poles are 
stored out of direct sunlight and sheltered from prevailing winds.

Ropes
We offer white Polypropylene or brown 
‘hempex’ style Ropes, which look more 
traditional.  Ratchet Guys with natural 
webbing, are also available.

Finials or Flags
Finials or Flags provide 
that finishing touch to 
your marquee.

Spare Parts, Accessories, Alteration or Repair Service
No order too small!  We provide spare parts for your marquee or extensions to your stock.  How 
about a stake puller to save you time and money extracting those stakes?  Or a Bale Ring and Lining 
Tackle to enable you to easily hang decorations from the King Poles?

Our marquee fabricators also repair or alter your marquee equipment, chargeable on a time and 
materials basis.  Assessment and estimates are free of charge.

1. How big a Pole marquee do I need?
ANSWER: This is dependent on your application, seating plan, furniture choice, whether you require a dance floor, bar, 
reception area etc.  As a rule of thumb assume each 12m x 6m rectangular space can accommodate 50 people for a wedding 
party.  For a 200 person wedding consider 12m x 24m square ended marquee or 12m x 30m round ended.

2. Which fabric would you recommend?
ANSWER: We offer a range of fabric types and colours, to cater for 
everyone’s application and taste.  In general, PVC fabrics are easier to clean 
and maintain than Polycotton Canvas; so will look fresher for longer.  
However, PVC cloths are welded whereas Polycotton Canvas is a stitched 
cloth and looks more authentic.  Polycotton Canvas needs to be initially 
conditioned (4-5 wet and dry cycles) before it is water tight.  This cloth can 
also vary in colour, although is photo sensitive so any initial variations will 
even out over exposure to sunlight.  

Barkers would like to sincerely thank many of our clients who have given permission for us to use images of their stunning 
marquees, we very much appreciate their support:  Florida Marquees, Space Intense, House of Hud, Big Top Mania, LPM 
Bohemia, Posh Frocks and Wellies Marquees, Carron Marquees, Carnival Marquees

Frequently Asked Questions

3. How easy is it to transport and store my Pole Marquee?
ANSWER: The King Pole is the longest component and depends on marquee 
type and span chosen.  

The longest King Pole we offer is 7m. We can sleeve this – for round poles only– if required.  The remainder of the marquee 
will pack down to pallets and 2.1m or 2.3m wall poles.


